Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of liposomal chemophototherapy with short drug-light intervals
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Chemophototherapy (CPT) merges photodynamic therapy with chemotherapy and can substantially enhance drug delivery. Using a singular liposomal formulation for CPT, we describe a semi-mechanistic pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) model to investigate observed antitumor effects. Long-circulating, sterically-stabilized liposomes loaded with doxorubicin (Dox) stably incorporate small amounts of a porphyrin-phospholipid (PoP) photosensitizer in the bilayer. These were administered intravenously to mice bearing low-passage, patient-derived pancreatic cancer xenografts (PDX). Dox PK was described with a two-compartment model and tumor drug disposition kinetics were modeled with first-order influx and efflux rates. Tumor irradiation with 665 nm laser light (200 J/cm\textsuperscript{2}) 1 h after liposome administration increased tumor vascular permeabilization and drug accumulation, which was accounted for in the PK/PD model with increased tumor influx and efflux rates by approximately 12- and 4-fold, respectively. This modeling approach provided an overall 7-fold increase in Dox area under the curve in the tumor, matching experimental data (7.4-fold). A signal transduction model based on nonlinear direct cell killing accounted for observed tumor growth patterns. This PK/PD model adequately describes the CPT anti-PDX tumor response based on enhanced drug delivery at the short drug-light interval used.

\section{1. Introduction}

Late-stage pancreatic cancer is typically a lethal disease with poor treatment options \cite{1,2}. Insufficient drug delivery to tumor sites is often a major contributing factor for the poor survival. Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is characterized by low vascular density, perfusion, and permeability as well as amplification of tumor associated stromal tissue (desmoplasia), which together prevent sufficient delivery of chemotherapy [3]. Enzymatic degradation of hyaluronan, a major component of stroma, is a promising approach for enhancing drug delivery in PDAC [4] and approaches that reduce hyaluronan density have been shown to enhance liposomal delivery to tumor models [5,6]. Depletion of tumor stromal tissue by inhibition of sonic hedgehog cellular signaling pathway can increase tumor microvessel density and perfusion and enhance delivery of chemotherapeutics and nanotherapeutics [7,8].

Long circulating liposomal chemotherapy can be an effective tumor treatment compared to the free drug [9]. Liposomal irinotecan has recently been approved as a second-line treatment in late-stage pancreatic cancer after favorable phase III trials results in which it was combined with fluorouracil and folinic acid [10,11]. Prior clinical studies in pancreatic cancer with long-circulating liposomal doxorubicin (DOXIL) did not show objective responses when used as a monotherapy [12]. To improve outcomes, numerous approaches have aimed to improve liposomal drug delivery including targeting [13,14], microenvironment-triggered drug release [15], and external stimuli-enhanced delivery [16].

Chemophototherapy (CPT) incorporates two cancer therapy modalities: chemotherapy and phototherapy [17]. Photodynamic therapy has been approved to treat several tumor types [18]. When photosensitizers are circulating in the blood, photodynamic therapy (PDT) is able to permeabilize tumor vasculature and enhance delivery of nanotherapeutics, likely by damaging tumor endothelial cells and augmenting endothelial intercellular gaps [19–21]. By stably incorporating a small amount of porphyrin-phospholipid (PoP) into the bilayer of liposomes, we developed photoactivatable doxorubicin (Dox) encapsulated in PoP liposomes that can be triggered by near infrared light (NIR) and deliver actively-loaded [22–24] or passively-loaded [25] drugs to irradiated tumors. We previously established a long-circulating formulation of Dox in PoP liposomes (termed LC-Dox-PoP) that
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includes 2 mol% PoP in a DOXIL-like liposome formulation [26]. This work uses the same LC-Dox-PoP formulation. As light has limited tissue penetration, our proposed treatment with LC-Dox-PoP liposomes with laser treatment could be carried out relatively non-invasively using optical fibers that are inserted into large or deep tumors.

Several nanoparticle- and host-related factors impact liposome pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) [27]. PK/PD models of stERICALLY stabilized Dox liposomes have been reported previously [28], and heat-triggered liposomal Dox release from thermo-sensitive liposomes has been modeled [29]. However, tumor PK and PK/PD modeling of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes, or other single-agent CPT systems, have not been explored yet.

We assessed LC-Dox-PoP liposomes in a patient-derived xenograft (PDX) PDAC model heterozygous for the G12D KRAS mutation (Fig. S1) and that recapitulates the tumor drug delivery barriers in pancreatic cancer. PDX models are valuable tools for assessing cancer therapeutics [30]. We develop a semi-mechanistic PK/PD model for quantitative analysis of observed PDT-induced vascular permeabilization and the resulting improvement in anti-tumor efficacy.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Liposome preparation

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC; # LP-R4-076), cholesterol (CHOL; # CH-0355), 1,2-Distearoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine-methyl-polyethylene glycol conjugate-2000 (PEG-lipid; # LP-R4-039) were ordered from Corden Pharma. NVP-LDE225 (Sonidegib) was from Chemietek. The porphyrin-phospholipid (PoP) was used sn-1-palmitoyl, sn-2-pyropheophorbide phosphatidylcholine and was synthesized as previously reported [22]. PoP liposomes [DSPC:PoP:CHOL:PEG-lipid; 53:2:40:5 mol%] were prepared by a modified hot ethanol injection method followed by high pressure extrusion, as previously described [31]. To generate 10 mL PoP liposomes (20 mg/mL total lipids), lipids were first fully dissolved in 2 mL of hot ethanol, followed by direct injection into 8 mL of 250 mM ammonium sulfate (pH 5.5) buffer at 60 °C. The lipid solution was then passed 10 times at 60°C through sequentially stacked polycarbonate membranes of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.08 μm pore size using a 10 mL LIPIX nitrogen pressurized extruder (Northern Lipids). Liposomes were then dialyzed with buffer containing 10% sucrose and 10 mM histidine (pH 6.5) to remove free ammonium sulfate. Dox (LC Labs #D-4000) was actively loaded into liposomes via the ammonium sulfate gradient [32] by adding 20 mg/mL Dox solution to the liposomes at a drug to lipid ratio of 1:6 (mol:mol) and incubated at 60 °C for 1 h. Loading efficiency was typically over 95%.

2.2. Tumor model

Animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Roswell Park Cancer Institute (RPCI) and the University at Buffalo. Pancreatic adenocarcinoma PDX #18269, was established in SCID mice at RPCI and maintained as described, without dissociation or in vitro culture at any point [33]. Briefly, subcutaneous tumors (passage < 7) were harvested from donor mice, cut into 2 × 2 × 2 mm blocks under cold RPMI-1640 medium, and implanted subcutaneously on the abdominal wall of anesthetized 18 to 20 g C·B-SCID mice. Tumor volumes were calculated using the ellipsoid formula:

\[ V = \frac{4}{3}\pi L W^2 \]

where L and W are the length and width of the tumor.

Body weights of the mice were monitored for 3 weeks. Mice were

2.3. Pharmacokinetics

SCID mice bearing dual PDX tumors were injected via tail vein with LC-Dox-PoP liposomes at 4 mg/kg Dox (7 groups, n = 6 mice per group). One hr post injection, the tumor on one side of the mouse was irradiated (200 mW/cm² for 16.7 min, 200 J/cm²). Mice were sacrificed at 30 min, 4, 10, 24, 48, 72, and 120 h post laser treatment, and blood, tumors, and key organs were collected. Blood was centrifuged at 1500 g for 15 min. Serum was collected in capillary tubes (Microvette CB 3002) and diluted in extraction buffer (0.075 N HCl, 90% isopropanol). Samples were then stored at −20 °C overnight. For analysis, samples were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min, and supernatants were collected and analyzed for Dox fluorescence in a 96 well plate reader. Dox concentration was determined fluorometrically from a standard curve [34,35]. Pharmacokinetics of an additional dose, 10 mg/kg LC-Dox-PoP, was also studied in SCID mice bearing PDX for the serum PK model.

To quantify tumor drug uptake, SCID mice bearing PDX tumors were intravenously injected with 4 or 7 mg/kg Dox-loaded PoP liposomes and sacrificed 24 h post injection. Tumors and key organs were collected and washed in PBS. Approx. 100 mg of tissue were weighed and homogenized in 450 μL nuclear lysis buffer (250 mM sucrose, 5 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2 (pH 7.4)) with a Bullet Blender Storm homogenizer. Dox was extracted by mixing 900 μL of 0.075 N HCl in 90% isopropanol with 100 μL of homogenate and storing at −20 °C overnight. Samples were then centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min. The supernatant was collected and the concentrations of Dox (480 nm excitation, 590 nm emission) and PoP (420 nm excitation, 670 nm emission) were determined fluorometrically.

2.4. Fluorescence microscope imaging of drug distribution in tumor

Tumor-bearing SCID mice were administered 10 mg/kg Dox-loaded liposomes intravenously. One hr after intravenous injection, one group of mice was treated with laser for 16.7 min at 200 mW/cm² (665 nm, 200 J/cm²). After 8 h, mice were sacrificed and tumors collected and immediately embedded in OCT embedding compound (VWR #25608–930) in embedding molds, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C prior to use. Tumors were sectioned in a cryostat at −20 °C at 15 μm thickness. Fluorescence microscopy for Dox and PoP was carried out with an EVOS FL Auto microscope with a 20 × objective lens. Dox was imaged with filter cubes with 470 nm excitation and 593 nm emission. PoP was imaged with a filter cube with 400 nm excitation and 679 nm emission. 4 regions of interest were imaged with Dox, PoP, and phase channels. Images were analyzed using the particle analysis function in imageJ after 8-bit conversion and threshold adjustment. The distribution of PoP and Dox was quantified by counting the number of particles.

2.5. Tumor growth inhibition

When tumors reached volumes of 90–200 mm³, mice were randomized into 4 groups, with 5 mice per group, and were injected via tail vein with: (1) Untreated control; (2) Empty PoP liposomes with laser; (3) LC-Dox-PoP liposomes without laser; (4) LC-Dox-PoP liposomes with laser. Liposomal Dox (4 mg/kg Dox, 0.59 mg/kg PoP) or an equivalent amount of empty PoP liposomes (0.59 mg/kg PoP) was administered in 200 μL. Laser irradiation was initiated 1 h post injection for 16.7 min at 200 mW/cm² (665 nm, 200 J/cm²) while mice are anesthetized and placed on a heating pad to maintain body temperature (approx. 35 °C). The entire tumor was irradiated on its surface with a uniform circular laser spot with a 1 mm margin around the tumor. Tumor volumes were calculated using the ellipsoid formula:

\[ V = \frac{4}{3}\pi L W^2 \]
sacrificed when tumor volumes exceeded 10 times the initial volume and never exceeded 2000 mm³. For immunohistochemistry, mice bearing PDX tumors were injected with 4 mg/kg Dox-PoP liposomes or equivalent empty-PoP liposomes. One hour post injection the mice were treated with a 665 nm laser at a fluence rate of 200 mW/cm² for 16.7 min (total fluence 200 J/cm²). At 48 h post laser treatment the mice were sacrificed, and tumors were surgically removed and placed in formalin. Mouse CD31 staining was conducted by Roswell Park Cancer Institute Histology Facility. Slices were imaged with a 10× objective.

2.6. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) analysis

A two-compartment model was used to describe the PK of liposomal Dox. The PK parameters were estimated as shown in Table 1. Equations of the PK model and initial conditions (IC) describing the model are as follows.

The PK of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes in serum was described as:

\[
\frac{dC_p}{dt} = -Q \cdot C_p + Q \cdot C_t - CL \cdot C_p, \quad IC = Dose
\]  
(1)

\[
\frac{dC_t}{dt} = Q \cdot C_p - Q \cdot C_t, \quad IC = 0
\]  
(2)

where \( C_p \) and \( C_t \) are the concentrations of Dox in serum (central compartment \( V_p \)) and tissue (second compartment \( V_t \)), \( CL \) is clearance from the central compartment, and \( Q \) is distribution to second compartment. The PK of liposomal Dox in tumor prior to laser treatment was described as:

\[
\frac{dX_{tu}}{dt} = k_1 X_p - k_2 X_{tu}, \quad IC = 0
\]  
(3)

After the tumors were treated with laser, the PK of liposomal Dox in tumor was described as:

\[
\frac{dX_{tu}}{dt} = v_1 k_1 X_p - v_2 k_2 X_{tu}, \quad IC = 0
\]  
(4)

where \( X_{tu} \) represents the mass of Dox in tumor, \( k_1 \) is the influx rate of Dox into tumor without laser, and \( k_2 \) is tumor efflux rate without laser treatment, \( v_1 \) is the vascular permeabilization factor on the influx rate due to the laser treatment, and \( v_2 \) is the vascular permeabilization factor on the tumor efflux rate due to the laser treatment. Laser treatment increases both \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) but to different degrees. The amount of Dox in the tumor is presented rather than the concentration because the tumor volumes were decreased 5 days after treatment. The same approach was reported previously to describe the altered tumor vascular permeability after repetitive administration of sterically stabilized Dox-containing liposomes in a rat brain tumor model [38].

The growth of unperturbed tumor (TVₜ) is modeled as exponential growth, where \( k_{ng} \) is the first order rate constant of the net tumor growth rate.

\[
\frac{dTV_t}{dt} = k_{ng} TV_t, \quad IC = 111 \text{ mm}^3
\]  
(5)

A nonlinear, direct-effect tumor cell killing model was used to describe the drug-induced tumor shrinkage for both laser-treated and non-laser treated groups [37]. A signal distribution model was used to describe the time delay of the cytotoxic effect of Dox [38]. A nonlinear function of Dox cell kill, which is dependent on the concentration of Dox in the tumor, was used, with \( K_{max} \) as the maximal cell kill rate and a Michaelis-Menten constant \( K_{C50} \). For the tumors that were treated with LC-Dox-PoP liposomes, tumor volume with/without laser treatment \( TV_2 \) was modeled as:

\[
\frac{dTV_2}{dt} = k_{ng} TV_2 - K_{C50} TV_2, \quad IC = 111 \text{ mm}^3
\]  
(6)

\[
\frac{dK}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau} (K - K_1), \quad IC = 0
\]  
(7)

\[
\frac{dK_2}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau} (K_1 - K_2), \quad IC = 0
\]  
(8)

\[
\frac{dK_3}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau} (K_2 - K_3), \quad IC = 0
\]  
(9)

\[
K = \frac{K_{max} X_u}{TV_2 + \frac{K_{C50}}{TV_2}}
\]  
(10)

Ki represents a series of transit compartments (ie, \( K_1 - K_4 \)). \( \tau \) is the mean transit time in each transit compartment. There were 4 transit compartments employed with 1 parameter \( \tau \).

No tumor growth inhibition was observed for empty-PoP liposomes with laser treatment. Therefore the tumor growth \( TV_3 \) for empty PoP liposomes with laser treatment is described as:

\[
\frac{dTV_3}{dt} = k_{pdt} TV_3, \quad IC = 115 \text{ mm}^3
\]  
(12)

2.7. Data analysis

Differences were considered statistically significant at \( p < 0.05 \). ADAPT 5 software was used for all data fitting and simulation [39]. The maximum likelihood method was used for fitting the data. Replicate data from animals at each time point in each experiment were naïve-pooled, and serum PK, tumor PK, and tumor growth inhibition for both laser-treated and non-laser treated tumors were fitted sequentially. The goodness of fit was assessed by system convergence, visual inspection of the fitting curves, objective function values such as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), improved likelihood, and precision (CV \( \%_p = \text{S.D.}/\text{mean} \times 100 \)) of the estimated parameters. The following variance model was used for the model fitting:

\[
V_i = V(\bar{\theta}, \sigma, \bar{t}) = [(\sigma_1 + \sigma_2 \cdot V(\bar{\theta}, \sigma, \bar{t}))]^2
\]  
(13)

where \( V(\bar{\theta}, \sigma, \bar{t}) \) is the variance for the \( \bar{t} \)th point, \( V(\theta, \sigma, \bar{t}) \) is the \( \bar{t} \)th model-fitted value, \( \theta \) represents the estimated structural parameters, and \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) are the variance parameters that were estimated. Non-compartmental analysis was performed in PKsolver [40] with the log linear trapezoidal method.

3. Results

3.1. Enhanced Dox uptake via LC-Dox-PoP liposome chemophototherapy

Laser treatment induced drastic enhancement in Dox deposition. Thirty minutes following laser treatment, there was ~5 fold greater Dox deposition in irradiated tumors compared to non-irradiated ones.
Twenty-four hr post laser treatment, the drug concentration in the laser-irradiated tumors was nearly 10 fold greater than non-irradiated tumors (Fig. 1A). Dox deposition in key organs was quantified, and the quantity of Dox was high in the spleen and liver, reflecting the removal of circulating nanoparticulates by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) (Fig. 1B). Similar to Dox, PoP liposomes were also mainly deposited in the liver 24 h after drug administration and have very small amount in other organs such as kidney, heart and lung (Fig. 1C). The good agreement of Dox and PoP distribution in key organs suggested that the majority of liposomes were intact with Dox encapsulated.

Unexpectedly, at a dose of 7 mg/kg Dox, SCID mice exhibited substantial body weight loss 12 days after a single intravenous administration, which recovered within a week (Fig. S2A). This likely relates to a pronounced sensitivity of SCID mice to Dox, as this dose is less than half of the maximum tolerated dose for immunocompetent mice [8,41]. No weight loss was observed with LC-Dox-PoP at a 4 mg/kg Dox dose (Fig. S2A), and laser treatment also did not induce weight loss at that dose (Fig. S2B). Because tumor-bearing SCID mice tolerated LC-Dox-PoP liposomes at 4 mg/kg Dox, this dose was used for further investigation.

3.2. PK/PD model

PK/PD modeling approaches were developed to describe quantitatively the enhanced tumor drug delivery process, and a schematic of the final model is shown in Fig. 2. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 2.

![Fig. 2. Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) model of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>CV %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{C0}$ (μg/g)</td>
<td>Concentration for 50% tumor cell killing</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{max}$ (1/hr)</td>
<td>Maximum tumor cell killing by Dox</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ (hr)</td>
<td>Mean transit time in each transit compartment</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{g1}$ (1/hr)</td>
<td>Growth rate of tumor cells</td>
<td>0.00187</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_g$ (1/hr)</td>
<td>Growth rate of PDT-treated tumor cells</td>
<td>0.00191</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$CV = \text{Coefficient of variation.}$

Table 1 and Table 2 and discussed below. The Methods section describes the model and associated equations in detail.

3.3. Dox blood and tumor kinetics

We assessed Dox kinetics in the tumor and serum of PDX-bearing mice to provide necessary data for the PK/PD analysis. A dose of 4 mg/kg Dox was administered and tumor laser treatment (665 nm laser light, 200 mW/cm² for 16.7 min, 200 J/cm²) was provided using a 1 h drug-light interval (DLI). Laser treatment of the tumor had negligible impact on drug concentrations in blood due to the relatively small blood volume within the tumor vasculature (Fig. S3). A two-compartment model best described the observed serum concentration of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes (Fig. 3A). LC-Dox-PoP liposome PK is characterized by a short α phase and long β phase. Noncompartmental analysis revealed that the PK of liposomal Dox is dose-proportional, with a circulating half-life of 18-19 h and a clearance of ~0.05 mL/h (Table S1).

PoP, which stably embeds in liposomal bilayers, is a photosensitizer, so with laser treatment it can induce PDT effects that permeabilize the tumor vasculature and enhance accumulation of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes. Light-triggered drug release also occurs. The observed data show that Dox tumor concentrations reached a maximum at 4-10 h post laser treatment, and the amount of Dox in laser-treated tumors was up to nearly 11-fold greater than non-laser treated tumors. For a quantitative understanding of the enhanced tumor drug delivery, a tumor drug disposition model was built to analyze the accumulation kinetics of Dox in the tumor, assuming a first-order influx and efflux rates $k_1$ and $k_2$. Since the tumor volume is small compared to the total body mass, deposition of Dox in the tumor was assumed to have negligible effect on the serum PK of liposomal Dox. The observed serum PK confirmed the long circulating nature of LC-Dox-PoP in laser-treated mice. The PK/PD model described tumor kinetics well for the tumors that were not irradiated (Fig. 3A). The model also adequately described the Dox tumor deposition profile for the laser-treated tumors, which was fitted by multiplying permeabilization enhancement factors that were applied to the tumor influx and efflux rates. The model estimated that laser treatment increased the influx rate $\nu_1$ of Dox by 12.4-fold and increased the efflux rate $\nu_2$ by 3.7-fold (Table 1). The estimated ratio of areas under the curve of tumor Dox concentration over time for laser-treated and non-laser treated tumors, AUC/laser + AUC/no laser, was 7.0-fold, matching the...
experimental ratio of 7.4 using a linear-up log-down method. At the final time point (120 h), the laser-treated tumors had somewhat greater Dox retention than predicted by the model. A gradual return toward baseline in the treatment-enhanced vascular permeability could result in declining efflux rates and a greater quantity of tumor-retained drug. Although this study did not account for the temporal dynamics of the treatment-mediated vascular permeability changes, the modeling strategy captured the observed data well.

Similar to Dox, PoP concentrations also have significant increase after laser treatment (Fig. 3B), reaching ~14-fold increase 4 h post laser treatment (Fig. 3C). This suggest that the increase of Dox in the tumor is largely due to the increase of intact liposome uptake rather than free Dox. 0.5 after laser treatment, +/− ratio was higher for Dox compared to PoP. The reason for this lower PoP +/− ratio is due to photo bleaching of PoP during laser treatment, as ~30% of photobleaching was seen in vitro after irradiation at 200 mW/cm² for 16 min 40 s (Fig. S4). The impact of direct light-triggered release in increasing tumor drug concentration was negligible, as a PDT alone control (empty PoP liposomes with laser treatment) with Doxil-like liposomes can lead to similar improvement in drug delivery (Fig. S5). Thus, the enhanced tumor drug uptake can be attributed to PDT-induced vascular permeabilization effect. Although light-triggered release didn't directly increase the total drug tumor uptake, leakage of Dox-PoP liposomes after laser treatment will likely increase as in vitro 200 mW/cm² light exposure for only 12.5 s would increase the drug leakage to ~45% in 1.5 h while the drug leakage for non-irradiated LC-Dox-PoP is < 1% in 1.5 h (Fig. S6).

### 3.4. Tumor growth inhibition

Tumor growth inhibition was investigated for a single dose of 4 mg/kg LC-Dox-PoP liposomes in mice bearing a single PDX tumor, using the same drug-light interval and laser irradiation conditions as above. Tumor volume progression in untreated control animals was exponential, with a growth rate of 0.0018/h (Fig. 4A). PDT treatment (empty PoP liposomes with laser treatment) did not inhibit the tumor growth compared to the untreated group (Fig. 4B), and the tumor growth rate was also 0.0018/h. Although PDT itself is a tumor ablation modality, PDT with empty PoP liposomes exerted no anti-tumor efficacy in these PDAC PDX tumors, possibly owing to drug delivery barriers in the tumor model. Drug-loaded LC-Dox-PoP liposomes without laser treatment were somewhat effective in inhibiting the tumor growth, as the tumor volumes were significantly smaller than untreated control group (∗∗p < .05, one-way ANOVA and Tukey test) on day 52. CPT treatment (LC-Dox-PoP liposomes with laser) also significantly reduced tumor volumes on day 52 compared to untreated control (**p < .05, t-test). There was no significant body weight loss from this treatment (Fig. S2C).

To investigate whether the enhanced efficacy of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes with laser treatment was proportional to the increased Dox accumulation, a PK/PD model was developed to describe treatment-mediated changes in tumor volume progression. A signal transduction model (Fig. 2) was employed to take account of the delayed tumor shrinkage mediated by cytotoxic Dox in both the laser-treated and non-laser treated LC-Dox-PoP liposome groups (Fig. 4C and D). With an assumption in the model that the tumor cell killing effect results only from the cytotoxic effect of tumor-associated Dox, a nonlinear cell killing model estimated a KC50 of 14.6 μg/g and Kmax of 0.98/h for both the laser-treated and non-laser treated LC-Dox-PoP liposome groups (Fig. 4C and D; Table 2). Thus, this semi-mechanistic PK/PD model can adequately describe the treatment-mediated tumor volume changes for both groups, and suggests that the improved efficacy observed for the LC-Dox-PoP + laser group can be attributed to the enhanced tumor drug accumulation. For the laser treated LC-Dox-PoP liposome group, the model has some overestimation of tumor volumes for the first 13 days (Fig. 4D), possibly due to effects from some released Dox not accounted for by the model. A further limitation of this model is that it does not consider the relationship between free and liposomal doxorubicin, which has recently been assessed in vitro with PK/PD models [42].

#### 3.5. Tumor distribution of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes

Due to its intrinsic fluorescence, Dox can be imaged using fluorescence microscopy of tumor slices. PDX tumor #18269 exhibits stromal amplification and moderately-differentiated pancreatic structures. Without laser treatment, there was limited Dox deposition in tumor (Fig. 5). Laser treatment 1 h after LC-Dox-PoP lipidosome administration significantly increased the delivery of Dox into the tumor, consistent with the quantitative of tumor Dox. Dox and PoP fluorescence exhibited well co-localization. The glandular structures shown the phase micrographs are likely the mucinous vacuoles that typically lined by the adenocarcinoma cells. PoP signal is typically a good indicator of tumor vessels and since Dox pattern is similar to PoP signal, we concluded that LC-Dox-PoP liposomes have limited diffusion from the overlay image.

#### 3.6. Chemophototherapy with longer drug-light intervals

In PDT, the DLI is an important parameter and modulates efficacy and outcomes [43,44]. The PK/PD model described above was used with short DLLs in which vascular permeability enhances drug uptake. Using the developed PK/PD model which is based on simply on
enhanced vascular permeability, shorter DLIs predict greater tumoral drug uptake (Fig. S7). To investigate the effect of DLI on anti-tumor efficacy, laser irradiation (200 mW/cm² for 16.7 min, 200 J/cm²) was applied at 1, 6, or 24 h post drug administration. Mice treated with a longer DLI appeared to show greater tumor inhibition during the first month. However, no statistical difference in tumor growth occurred (Fig. 6). Thus, additional factors beyond increased drug delivery to the tumor are likely occurring. Further studies with lower Dox doses might be useful to better examine the role of the DLI, since all treatment groups exhibited strong anti-tumor efficacy with these conditions. One explanation was that longer DLIs could enhance efficacy by stronger PDT effects, as more PoP would reside close to the tumor endothelial cells at longer DLI. Tumoral blood flow changes during laser treatment were assessed to gain an insight on the extent of PDT vascular disruption (Fig. 6B). With a 1 h DLI the relative blood flow dropped below 60% of the original blood flow rate immediately after laser application. The blood flow then gradually recovered to ~80% of the initial flow. Laser treatment with a 6 h DLI led to a blood flow decrease to ~40% of the initial blood flow and rebound to ~80% of its initial rate. With a 24 h DLI, tumor blood flow dropped to just 20% of the initial flow and recovered to only ~40% of its initial blood flow. This phenomenon indicates that laser applied at longer DLIs (24 h) has a stronger PDT vasculature shutdown effect, reducing blood flow during laser treatment. Additional tumor fluorescence images with 24 h DLI shows greater dispersion of Dox in the tumor (Fig. S8), suggesting an increased portion of Dox released by laser treatment which may contribute to the efficacy of treatment with longer DLI.

Taken together, despite that the simulation results show that a shorter DLI leads to greater drug accumulation of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes, the comparable anti-tumor efficacy of three DLIs at the examined dose may be due to stronger vascular PDT effects and greater amount of intratumoral drug release by laser treatment with longer DLIs. We recently found that in a different xenograft tumor model (MIA PaCa-2), with lower Dox dosing (2 mg/kg) that short DLIs produced stronger anti-tumor effects [45]. That is in contrast to this study in which varying DLIs produced similar anti-tumor efficacy. Although the reason for this discrepancy is unknown, this result underscores the complex mechanisms of CPT, especially when longer DLIs are used.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Pancreatic cancer is characterized by desmoplasia and poor vascularization, which constitute a drug delivery barrier that limits the efficacy of chemotherapy. Therefore, strategies to compromise the drug delivery barrier warrant investigation. The hypovascular PDX tumor model provides an interesting framework to investigate CPT with long-circulating LC-Dox-PoP liposomes. CPT induced a striking increase in Dox accumulation in laser-treated tumors. One caveat of the PDX model is that it necessitates immunocompromised mice, and therefore immune responses induced by the treatment are omitted and combining the treatment with immune checkpoint blockade or other immunotherapies is not possible.
PK/PD modeling was used to provide a quantitative, semi-mechanistic description of LC-Dox-PoP liposome accumulation in tumors following phototreatment. The PK of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes was characterized by a two compartment model, with rapid distribution within the central compartment and slow clearance by the liver and other RES tissues. A tumor drug disposition model with first-order influx and efflux rates were used to describe the deposition of Dox in the tumor. Phototreatment enhanced vascular permeability and the observed Dox kinetics in tumor could largely be accounted for by assuming changes in the influx and efflux rate enhancement factors. To account for tumor growth patterns, the PK/PD model incorporated nonlinear direct cell killing, and a signal transduction model accounted for the delay in tumor drug concentrations (Fig. 4C, D). Additional tumor growth inhibition studies using different Dox doses will be required for more accurate estimation of parameters such as \( K_{\text{max}} \) and \( K_{C_{50}} \) (Table 2). The spatial drug distribution of drug within tumor by fluorescence microscopy further verified the enhanced drug deposition after laser treatment.

To characterize the light treatment regimen further, three different DLI were studied. Simulation with the PK/PD model predicted that shorter DLI would provide greater drug accumulation, assuming that the vascular permeabilization factors were unchanged with different DLI (Fig. S7). Additional studies are required for better understanding of vascular permeabilization and drug deposition processes with different DLIs. At earlier times in the efficacy study with different DLI, tumors treated with the longer DLI showed more pronounced swelling and growth inhibition, suggesting a stronger vascular effect of the PDT component of the mechanism of action. However, the three different DLIs appears to provide similar efficacy at the end of this study. With a 1 h DLI, no delay in tumor growth was observed with PoP liposomes lacking Dox when laser treatment was applied (Fig. 4B). However, it is known that under appropriate conditions, PDT alone can inhibit tumor growth. There was little liposome deposition in tumors at the early phototreatment time point, especially considering the low perfusion/permeability of the tumor used in this study, which is typical of PDAC [8]. Consequently, a limited PDT effect is not surprising.

It was found that the contribution from intratumor light-triggered release to the total drug increase was negligible and the enhanced tumor drug uptake can be attributed to PDT-induced vascular permeabilization (Fig. S6). Although laser treatment did not directly increase tumor drug disposition, drug leakage for the laser exposed LC-Dox-PoP liposomes will likely increase during the first 2 h after laser treatment (Fig. S7). However, since most drug accumulation occurred after laser treatment, the increased fraction of free drug concentration would be low after 2 h. Our model uses total tumor drug concentration and did not take into account the fraction of drug released 2 h after laser treatment, which is a limitation of this model. With a DLI of 24 h, tumor fluorescence image shows more dispersed microdistribution of Dox signal, suggesting that there may be more free Dox available with 24 h DLI due to light-triggered release (Fig. S8). No difference in tumor vessel microdensity was obviously observed following CPT treatment with a short DLI compared to PDT alone or chemotherapy alone (Fig. S9).

Ongoing human clinical trials of PDT in locally advanced pancreatic cancer have created some optimism for phototherapy [46,47]. However, phototherapy and other ablative modalities must avoid damaging critical vessels that are frequently encroached by the tumor in many inoperable patients [48]. Of course, the murine PDx model used in this study was too small to address this and other phototherapy issues such as light penetration depth, which rapidly attenuates in tissue. Fortunately, interstitial fiber optic probes can be inserted into deep and large tumors to facilitate treatment of large tumors [49].

In conclusion, we demonstrated the impact of enhanced vascular permeabilization by laser treatment in increasing the tumor drug accumulation of CPT using LC-Dox-PoP liposomes in a low permeability/perfusion PDAC DEX model. A simple, semi-mechanistic PK/PD model was developed to account quantitatively for observed CPT results. The model estimates that laser treatment induced a ~12 fold increase in the tumor influx rate of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes and a ~4 fold increase in tumor efflux rate, resulting in an overall DEX increase in tumor of 7.4-fold. Further work is required to refine the PK/PD model, test its suitability in other tumor types, and to identify and incorporate additional anti-tumor mechanisms that are more prominent when longer drug-light intervals are used.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supporting information is available online. It includes: DNA sequencing of the KRAS G12D mutation (Fig. S1); mouse body weight after treatment with different doses of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes (Fig. S2);
Pharmacokinetics of LC-Dox-PoP liposomes after laser treatment compared to non-laser treatment (Fig. S3); Photobleaching of PoP and Dox fluorescence during laser treatment (Fig. S4); Enhanced tumor uptake by Doxil-like+ empty PoP liposomes with laser treatment (Fig. S5); Simulation of tumor Dox deposition with 1, 6, or 24 h drug-light intervals (Fig. S6); Dox leakage after laser irradiation (Fig. S7). Fluorescence microscopy of LC-Dox-PoP in tumor slices (Fig. S8). CD31 vessel staining of PDX tumor slices following different treatments (Fig. S9). Non-compartamental analysis of LC-Dox-PoP liposome PK (Table S1). Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jconrel.2019.01.030.
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